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Bitar Cosmetic Surgery 
Institute and MedSpa 21st

Anniversary

That's right! Your injectors are part of
the Top 100 Best Aesthetic injectors in

America. We are thrilled to congratulate
both Danielle & Dr. Bitar on this well

deserved achievement, as they have a
collective experience of 30 plus years as
injectors! Dr. Bitar was also honored to

be a speaker at the Top 100 Injectors
summit in park City, Utah, discussing

fillers and safe injection Techniques.

Dr. Bitar Educating on Ethnic
Rhinoplasties in Versailles
Our surgeon is a true leader and educator in
his field. Since Dr. Bitar  recently wrote a
chapter on ethnic Rhinoplasties, he was invited
by the French Society of Aesthetic Plastic
Surgeons (SOFCEP) to Present his findings to
other surgeons at the conference in Versailles,
France. Quite a memorable venue, oui?

Dr. Bitar Breaks Guinness Book
of World Records In Dubai

Dr. Bitar was invited by the International
Confederation of Plastic surgery Societies
(ICOPLAST) to Dubai to give several talks. It

turned out to be a historical meeting,
Breaking the Guiness Book of world records

in the "Most plastic surgeons Attending a
Meeting" and ' Most nationalities in a Plastic

Surgery Meeting".

Dr. Bitar on Necklifts at ASAPS in Miami
This year was full of conferences! The suture Suspension
necklift is one of Dr. Bitar's signature operations, which he
has been performing for 20 plus years. He was invited to
speak at the most prestigious Aesthetic Society Meeting
(ASAPS) in Miami, sharing a panel with world experts on
Necklifts!



Model    Skin
BY GEORGE BITAR MD

Scan & see what we've been up to lately 

PA Danielle 
Top 100 Injectors

Dr. Bitar
Washingtonian Top Doctor

Award Winning Medical Grade skincare
designed to enhance all skin types

for that Model Skin Glow

Dr. Bitar
Newsweek Top Plastic Surgeon

Superstar Esthetician Beysith
We're happy to introduce Beysith Novella as the newest

addition to the Bitar team! Patients love Beysith for her
bubbly personality and amazing results. She has more than 15

years of experience in the aesthetics industry, giving her
patients beautiful glowing skin and summer-ready bodies.

Beysith and Crystal are a Dynamic Duo, working together to
help our patients flourish and achieve their aesthetic goals.

Follow them on insta @beysithatbitar & @crystalclearatbitar !

Instagram!Follow Us On 

@THEBITARMEDSPA

You asked, we listened. Our medspa patients wanted their own
spot in the limelight and now, it's here! @TheBitarMedspa is a
hub for monthly giveaways, procedure demonstrations,
behind the scenes moments, and more! We love engaging with
our patients online so give us a follow and let us know what
kind of content you want to see next. 

Our Medspa is Shining on Instagram!

Scan to get a  FREE
Hydrafacial when you

purchase 3! 
VALID UNTIL DECEMBER 31 2023* 

Model Skim
Best Skincare In DC



Scan to see 
her ACTUAL

implant insertion!

Scan to get 20% OFF your
Emsculpt Neo package 

Feeling like you've peaked in the gym? Want to
take your muscle definition to the next level?  

We were the first practice in the DC area to offer
EmSculpt, and now we're offering the latest and

greatest advancement - EmSculpt NEO! 

EmSculpt Neo EventPatient Gift Bags Valentine's Day Botox PartyUltherapy Event

EmSculpt NEO

Chins matter more than you think! Dr. Bitar gave
Michaela the chin of her dreams right in our very
own in-house surgery center. The operation takes
an hour, but the results last a lifetime.

Balancing a face

Like seeing what goes down in the operating
room? Comment on our IG and let us know what
procedures you want to see  more of!

VALID UNTIL DECEMBER 31 2023* 

VEIWER DISCRETION IS ADVISED
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Think you know us well?
 Finish this crossword

puzzle and get a free entry
in our monthly raffle 
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Be a Bitar Brainiac

Bitar Cosmetic Surgery
Institute and MedSpa

BitarInstitute.com
703.206.0506

3023 Hamaker Court
Suites 109 & 114
Fairfax, VA 22031

Your Chance To Win $1000!

2. Dr. Bitar's breast implants are typically

placed through this body part

5. Dr. Bitar's topic of discussion in France

8. The last name of our longest 

working Esthetician

9. Top 100 Best ______ Injectors

11. Dr. Bitar is a ___ Plastic Surgeon

12. Achieves perfect harmony between

the lips, cheeks, nose, and jawline

ACROSS

1. Gain muscle

3. Dysport, Botox, Restylane, Belotero

4. Augment without surgery

6. Country where Dr Bitar is from

7. This procedure tightens the 

abdominal muscles

10. Our surgical center is

DOWN

Submit your content! Send us your favorite photos or videos of your results and get a chance to win
$1000 towards any non-surgical treatment. Submit your photos to us on instagram with a testimonial

of your experience, and we just might choose you! You may also get featured on our platforms!
IG @TheBitarInstitute 


